DEPARTMENT 24
ANTIQUE FARM EQUIPMENT
Exhibits judged for authenticity and appearance.
Cash Prizes and Trophies
All equipment must be on the grounds by noon Friday, August 19, 2022
Equipment may be brought in daily the week of August 15th.
Please check in at the Fair Office when you drop off your items.
For information contact:
Dennis Graham 412 260-3391
Any Award Premiums will be mailed to the exhibitor after the conclusion of the fair.

DEPARTMENT 22
MAJOR CONTESTS
PEOPLES GRANDSTAND ARENA CONTESTS
FARM TRACTOR PULLS
PEOPLES GRANDSTAND ARENA
Tuesday, August 23, 2022-7:30 PM
ADULTS $5, CHILDREN 3 – 12 $3, PIT PASS $20
ALL RULES FOR THE FARM TRACTOR PULLS WILL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
WESTMORELAND TRACTOR PULLING ASSOCIATION RULES.

For more information, please visit the Westmoreland Tractor Pulling Association Website
at
www.westmorelandpulling.weebly.com
Prizes: 1st - $75

2nd - $60

3rd - $50

4th - $40

5th - $30

5500 Stock, 7500 Stock, 9500 Stock, 11500 Stock, 13500 Stock, 15500 Stock, Hot Stock 8500
LB. Hot Stock 8500 LB run by Westmoreland Tractor Pullers Rules. Pulling will start with
15500 Stock class
KEEP PULLING ATV AND UTV PULLS
PEOPLES GRANDSTAND ARENA
Tuesday, August 23, 2022-7:30 PM
ADULTS $5, CHILDREN 3 – 12 $3, PIT PASS $20
This contest will be held in at the same time as the Tractor Pulls, but on a second track, It is a separate
event run by our friends at Keep Pulling. Please contact the name and number below for any questions
regarding the Keep Pulling ATV and UTV Pulls.
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4 X 4 TRUCK & MINI MOD TRACTOR PULLS
PEOPLES GRANDSTAND ARENA
Thursday, August 25, 2022, at 7:30PM
ADULTS $5, CHILDREN 3 – 12 $3, PIT PASS $20


Non-Sanctioned pulls
ENTRY FEE: $15.00/CLASS – PIT PASS $20.00 (applicable to entry fee)
For more information, please visit the Westmoreland Tractor Pulling Association Website at
www.westmorelandpulling.weebly.com



ALL RULES FOR FARM TRACTORS WILL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
WESTMORELAND TRACTOR PULLING ASSOCIATION



All rules for Mini Mod Tractors will be in accordance with Keystone Mini Tractor Pulling
Association

Prizes: 1st - $75

2nd - $60

3rd - $50

4th - $40

Classes
Showroom
Small Block Street Legal
Big Block Street Legal
Small Block High Output

5th - $30
Stock Street Diesel
Hot Street Diesel
Open Diesel
Big Block High Output

SUPER STOCK 4X4 TRUCKS, LIMITED PRO/SUPER FARM TRACTORS, PRO MODIFIED
TRUCKS, PRO STOCK DIESEL TRUCKS (3.0), PRO STOCK/ SUPER STOCK TRACTORS, HOT
FARM TRACTORS AND OPEN STREET SEMI TRUCKS

Sanctioned and Non-sanctioned, 2 sleds and 2 tracks
PEOPLES GRANDSTAND ARENA
Friday, August 26, 2022 – 7:30 PM
ADULTS $7, CHILDREN 3 – 12 $5, PIT PASS $20



Pro Stock/Super Stock Tractors and 2-wheel drive truck classes co-sponsored by Power Pulling
Productions and East Coast Pullers
For more information please contact Power Pulling Productions Bob Blank 724-777-2901

SEMI TRACTORS, TRI-AXLE TRUCK
Prizes: 1st - $150 2nd - $125 3rd - $100

4th - $75

5th - $50

STREET SEMIS This class is open to all Street Semis. Trucks must be licensed, and all drivers must possess a
Pennsylvania CDL in order to participate. This is a stock class.
STREET STOCK TRI-AXLE This class is open to all street stock Triaxles. Trucks must be licensed, and all drivers
must possess a Pennsylvania CDL in order to participate. This is a stock class. Triaxle must have hook on frame.
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POWER PULLING PRODUCTION LLC RULES
Super Stock 4X4 Truck Rules
1. Maximum weight of competition vehicle is 6200#.
2. Maximum cubic is 410 and engine type must match body manufacturer. If primary 410 cubic inch motor is replaced
due to failure, secondary motor allowed up to 2% overage of 410 cubic inch.
3. Any automotive type engine must be limited to a single (4) barrel or 2 (2) barrels of carburetion with mechanical
linkage, with only two valves per cylinder and must accept a stock automotive crankshaft. Aluminum aftermarket engine
blocks permitted.
4. Fuel injection or any air compressing devices are not permitted.
5. Rear of engine block if moved must be a minimum of twelve (12) inches behind the centerline of the front axle.
6. OEM bore spacing must be retained in engine.
7. Grill must be in original position.
8. Truck bodies permitted and must have complete firewall, no fiberglass or plastic bodies unless OEM. OEM frame rails
same as manufacturer as truck only permitted. Fiberglass repair panels are permitted.
9. Axle shields are required. Shield to be .060” thickness steel or aluminum. Shield not to be mounted to axle ends or hub
bolts. A single hole may be cut in one to allow locking of hubs.
10. Maximum wheelbase is 134 inches on all Super Stock 4X4 trucks.
11. Maximum tire size to be 112 inches in circumference once tire is inflated to 30psi. The outside edge of the narrow
axle must overlap the centerline of the tire on the wide axle by at least one inch.
12. Clear plexi-glass or factory tint glass permitted.
13. No mud flaps or dirt deflectors will be permitted.
14. No fuel tanks, fuel lines, pressure gauges or pups allowed in cabs. All hydraulic lines in cab must be shielded top and
sides with a minimum of .060 aluminum.
15. All air or hydraulic suspension systems cannot have hydraulic, air, or electric lines attached to these devices during
competition.
16. Hitch height maximum is to be 26” at point of hook before, during, and after pull. Hitch must be rigid in all directions
and solidly mounted. Pulling point can be no more than 1 ½ inches from back edge of drawbar. No clevis, chains, or
cables permitted in hitching device. From point of hook to centerline of rear axle shall be no less than 27% of truck
wheelbase.
17. Electronic timing delay devices or programmable ignition boxes prohibited.
18. Read only engine and chassis monitoring functions will be permitted.
19.SFI Approved gloves, fire suit and shoes must be worn when pulling. Helmets must be Snell 90 or above.
20. All other rules not stated will fall under the Modified 4X4 truck category.
Super Farm Rules
1. Maximum weight permitted 9,500#
2. Maximum cubic inch limit is 640.
3. OEM stock head for that model or series engine permitted.
4. OEM stock intake and exhaust manifolds for that model or series engine permitted.
5. Use of Intercoolers are permitted with Power Pulling Productions, LLC events.
6. Overhead cams are not permitted.
7. Components are not permitted.
8. Fuel Systems: Largest fuel injection pump allowed will be a P-pump with only one plunger per cylinder.
9. Turbos:
10. Altering of a turbo housing to accommodate a smaller foot or base will not be permitted.
11. Exhaust housing and exhaust manifold bolt pattern shall be no larger than 2.75 X 3.5 inches.
12. Intake:
1. Map width enhancement is allowed.
2. Compressor wheel must protrude into three inch bore.
3.Intake housing to be no larger than three inches at the face of the wheel.
13. Exhaust:
1. All turbine wheel blades to protrude into three inch bore. All air must exit through 3” opening.
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14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

2. Turbine wheel exhaust blade to be no less than 2.90” in diameter at intersection of turbine wheel face and tip
diameter.
3. Turbine housing to be no larger than three inches at intersection of turbine wheel face and tip diameter.
4.Exhaust housing will be measured at intersection of turbine wheel face and tip diameter.
No waste gates will be permitted.
No variable geometric turbos permitted.
All diesel powered competition vehicles will have a fuel sampling valve (closest to injection pump) on the return line
from the fuel injection pump to be used in obtaining a fuel sample. The sampling valve needs to have a flexible hose.
Diesel engine needs to be running when the fuel sample is obtained.
All diesel powered competition vehicles will have a water injection sampling valve. If no valve exists, the tank line
will be unfastened to attain a sample.
All fluids are subject to diagnostic screening.

LIMITED PRO STOCK TRACTOR
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Maximum cubic inch limit is 540.
No overhead cams.
A recast head for the series of engine used is permitted.
No component rear ends are permitted.
No aluminum heads are permitted.
Any exhaust manifold is permitted.
Only fuel permitted is diesel fuel.
Pressurized containers for fuel are not permitted.
Tractors are allowed a single (1) turbocharger with any manifold modifications necessary to mount the turbocharger.
Manifold pressure may be a single (1) stage only.
10. Legality of the injector pump by officials is based on the visual inspection of the outside housing and not the inner
workings of the injection pump.
11. ‘A’ PUMP: Only one (1) plunger per cylinder and one (1) injector per cylinder is permitted. No size restriction on
Turbo. Also limited to 4.5 inch outlet ID. Weight is 8,700 pounds.
12. No Sigma or MW pumps are permitted. (’A’ and ’P’ pumps only)
13. ‘P’ PUMP - (SEE ABOVE) 540 cubic inch maximum - WEIGHT 9,300 lbs. The turbocharger compressor turbine and
exhaust wheels must protrude at least 1/8 of an inch into the compressor inlet and exhaust housings. Turbocharger
intake may NOT exceed three (3) inches and exhaust may NOT be larger than four (4) inches. The 3.00 inch inlet
limit will be measured at the face of the wheel and the 4.00 inch exhaust limit will be measured at the face of the
wheel. Reducer rings are permitted and MUST be permanently welded in place (with a minimum of four (4)
permanent welds) with absolutely NO othersources of airflow are permitted either at the intake or exhaust side. ANY
additional holes, ports, rings or grooves will be considered as ‘additional’ sources or airflow and will deem the tractor
illegal.
14. Limited Pro Stock G-Trim Max on Exhaust side of turbo. Maximum 4.5” outlet I.D.
** OFFICIALS MAY REVIEW AND ALTER WEIGHTS AT ANY TIME DURING THE SEASON **

Tires
Maximum tire size is 24.5 Double cut tires are permitted. No radial tires are permitted.

ALL TRACTORS MUST RUN WITH APPROVED SAFETY EQUIPMENT:
1. Drivers safety uniform shall be the same as Pro Stock Tractor requirements
2. Approved blanket or blow proof bell housing required. Blanket must be of sufficient size and length to completely
cover the ‘rear most part’ of the bell housing.
3. Clutch must be a high performance type. ABSOLUTEY NO CAST IRON COMPONENTS ALLOWED.
4. All tractors must have 47.1 SFI Spec rollover protection.
5. A five (5) point harness is required (see Pro Stock Tractor rules).
6. Approved kill switch is required (see Pro Stock Tractor rules)
7. Wheelie bars must support the weight of the tractor.
8. All tractors must have side shields (see Pro Stock Tractor rules).
9. All tractors must have fenders (see Pro Stock Tractor rules).
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10. A second safety hitch is required on all tractors (see Pro Stock Tractor rules). Hitch will be measured while on the
scales.
11. Sampling fuel on diesel engine: All diesel powered competition vehicles will have a fuel sampling valve (closest to
injection pump) on the return line from the fuel injection pump to be used in obtaining a fuel sample. The sampling
valve needs to have a flexible hose. Diesel engine needs to be running when the fuel sample is obtained.
12. All diesel powered competition vehicles will have a water injection sampling valve. If no valve exists, the tank line
will be unfastened to attain a sample.
13. All fluids are subject to diagnostic screening.

WGD PRODUCTIONS- 2022 RULES AND REGULATIONS
*AS OF 3/16/22*
GENERAL SETUP AND SAFETY RULES FOR ALL CLASSES AND PROTECTION OF
DRIVERS/SPECTATORS
**CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 16 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT AT ALL TIMES IN THE
PIT AREA.
**DRIVER MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER TO COMPETE. IF UNDER 18- PARENT/GUARDIAN
PERMISSION HAS TO BE GIVEN AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION WITH PROPER ID FROM BOTH
DRIVER AND PARENT/GUARDIAN FOR ALL 16 & 17 YEAR OLDS (etc. Driver’s License, State Photo ID
card)**
**ALL VEHICLES MUST HAVE ROOF SIGNS. LAWNMOWERS MUST HAVE HOOD SIGNS
1. The destruction derby is designed to destroy cars and in the interest of safety anyone entering is subject to the
following rules and regulations that are hereby set forth by the track where you are competing.
2. The following must be removed: All glass, original gas tanks, all seats except driver’s seat, head and tail lights, all
chrome, wipers, antenna, door handles, mirrors and sun visors, rear compartments of station wagons and all other
loose items.
3. All gas tanks must be removed and replaced inside of the car secured and covered. Cars with gas tanks on the outside,
plastic or tin cans will not be permitted to run. Must use a metal fuel cell or military can. **Fuel injected cars – Any
hose connection must be done in braided steel line or fuel injection hose clearly marked, must have a kill switch on
the fuel pump and all fittings must be double clamped.** These rules are not only for the driver’s safety but
MANDATORY to compete, as fuel injection systems are pressurized and can burst regular rubber fuel lines. A kill
switch on cars with electronic fuel pumps is MANDATORY and must be MARKED CLEARLY.
4. Long pants, long-sleeved shirt, work boots, gloves, eye protection and DOT helmet are all mandatory. If excessive
cutting of fire wall and transmission tunnel cut out, fire suit and transmission scatter shield will also be mandatory.
5. Brakes must work. No deliberate hitting of arena tires for braking purposes.
6. Tires 16” maximum. No liquid material in tires, water, foam, cement, etc. is permitted. Air only!! Inner tubes are
allowed. No v-bar connecting tires. Tire in tire is allowed. Side wall protectors are allowed.
7. If entry does not pass inspection or cannot be fixed to comply with rules, they will not run, there will be NO
REFUND.
8. Stay in car and do not loosen safety belt or remove helmet until event is stopped or over or you will be disqualified.
9. If there is a safety issue, you will be disqualified. After second fire in same car, in same event, the car will be
disqualified.
10. You have 60 seconds to make a hit or not get hit. Last car to make hit wins, not last car running!
11. No deliberate hitting of driver’s door on a car or hitting in the back of a tractor- Do not use driver’s car door or tractor
rear as a shield. You will get 1 warning. Officials will stop the race to give out warnings.
12. No teamwork or double-teaming. If you are caught teaming up, one or both drivers will be disqualified. No holding
and hitting that will get driver/drivers disqualified as well.
13. No fresh painting of inside of cars!! No undercoating/painting underneath, inside or on frame.
14. Exhaust coming out of hoods must be pointed straight up. If exhaust is considered to be pointed in a direction of
danger to the fans or other drivers, the car will be disqualified.
15. Only stock wheels can be used. Passenger car or truck and trailer wheels only. Valve stem protectors will be allowed.
All thread through rims are not permitted. All wheel weights and hubcaps must be removed.
16. Battery mounted to floor (not seat) must be separated to at least 2 feet from relocated gas can and secured firmly in
place. Battery must be covered. Two batteries are permitted (i.e. 12 or 14 volt). 24 volt batteries are NOT permitted.
17. See specific rules for each class for more details.
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18. The officials reserve the right to re-inspect cars at any time during the event and all decisions are FINAL.
19. When being pulled from arena, cars MUST remain shut off for safety.
20. WGD Productions is NOT liable for any medical bills that drivers or fans may receive for medical treatment at our
events.
***Official’s decisions are final. Unsportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated and can cause removal from the grounds
and future events
**RULES WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED**

2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS POWERWHEEL RULES
1. Stock battery may be replaced with a 12 volt lawn mower battery only. May be placed under hood and secured. You
may cut out some of the engine bay to fit the battery.
2. Secure hood and doors so they do not come open. No quads or gators. It must have something protecting legs. It must
be a vehicle-type powerwheels.
3. Must have some type of seat belt.
4. Must wear a helmet of some kind, long sleeve shirt, boots or tennis shoes, and eye protection
5. May have a rollover bar made from plastic pipe.
6. Must be completely stock, no modifying of anything, only what is stated!!!!
7. No lowering or raising of front or rear.
8. Ages 4 to 10 years old.
9. 10-minute time limit. **This is to be a fun event for the kids.
**This is to be a fun event for the kids.

2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS LAWNMOWER RULES
General setup and safety rules apply for this class
**This class is designed for (but not limited to) the beginner driver and new enthusiast to join the sport, so there will be
no strengthening of tractors unless noted for safety purposes.
**Just because it is not stated in the rules, does not mean you can do it. Officials have final call on any discussed
topic of issues not meeting to the rules
*May run tractors from last year but they have to abide by 2022 rules- SO THEY MUST BE CHANGED- NO
EXCEPTIONS!!!
GENERAL RULES:
1. Long pants, long sleeve shirt, work boots, gloves, eye protection and DOT helmet MANDATORY.
2. The garden lawnmower must have a factory frame. Homemade frames, adding metal to frame, is NOT
PERMITTED.
3. Mowers must be factory available mowers or garden tractors.
4. Must be front engine mower. Rear engine mowers NOT PERMITTED.
5. All mowers must be belt driven someplace.
6. No after-market engines. Must be an engine that would have come from factory on either a lawn or garden tractor.
2-cylinder max. Gas or diesel ONLY. No alcohol.
7. Transaxle must be factory. Reinforcing or spider gears are allowed.
8. May use 1/8” plate frame rail to frame rail to mount the engine. May not exceed more than 2” past bolt holes.
May also use four- 2” x 1/8” max, tube or angle uprights around engine with two bars running from top of grill to
top of dash- 2” x 1/8” max, tube or angle to protect engine. May use 1 bar across the top to connect the sides. All
work must be done under the hood.
9. MUST HAVE HOOD. Hood must be in factory location. Top of engine must be covered. Sides of stock hood
may be cut off. If stock hood is plastic or fiberglass, may use 1/8” max plate to make one. Hood must be secure,
welded, bolted, or screwed on.
10. Brakes must work when pulling in for heat race. You must also have forward and reverse.
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11. Gas tank must be fastened with cap on. If it comes loose or gas leaks you will be disqualified. Must be located in
a safe place and protected- No gas tanks under seat. Mandatory- must have a gas shut off switch.
12. LEG GUARDS ARE MANDATORY, MUST BE SOLID AND SECURED OR YOU WILL NOT RUN.
They must go from rear fender to front foot rest or frame. It may go to front of hood; it must not touch hood. NO
EXCEPTIONS. You must have ankle protection. It is to be maximum 1/8” plate from outside of leg guard to foot
rest. Must be no higher than 20” from ground and no lower than axle to spindle from ground to side bars and
bumpers cannot connect. Guard/cage frame must be made from 2” x 1/8” minimum material.
13. Must run a back bar from top of fenders, up behind the seat. For safety purposes only. No hitting in rear. 1
warning will be given before a disqualification.
14. May run 2 kickers down to cage/side bars. Kickers cannot come past original dash area. Cannot touch bumper.
15. Front and rear bumpers are to be max 3” pipe, square tube, angle, or C channel. If using angle or C channel, flat
side must be facing out. Bumpers cannot extend past the inside of the tires- front and back. Bumpers cannot
extend out more than 12 inches from frame (to the face of the bumper). Bumper arms may be welded or bolted to
the side of the frame; however, they may not come past the center line of the axle. Bumper arms or bumper- must
not touch protection cage or fasten to anything else.
16. You may change pulleys to increase speed.
17. No mower decks!! You must remove all plastic items and headlights except hood.
18. Front plate of frame, grill area, may be strengthened using 2” x 1/8” max material framed in only, NOT SOLIDfor hitting purposes only. Frames may also be seam welded. (Craftsman tractors- the exhaust hole- may be
welded shut)
19. Exhaust stacks must be straight, no angle cuts allowed. Exhaust must be a minimum of 10” from top of hood and
can not be more than 15” high.
20. If driver rolls over or any part of their body touches the track, they are disqualified. If anyone touches another
tractor or driver with anything but their tractor- they will be disqualified!
21. In the event of a rollover, the heat will be stopped until officials get the mower back upright.
22. Put your number on hood sign, no sharp edges! Must have a hood sign.
23. Minimum 8 inch, maximum 12-inch rear wheel and minimum 6 inch and maximum 10-inch front wheels to be
used. Stock wheels only. Tractor/Ag tires only- NO ATV, AUTO, OR SOLID TIRES ARE PERMITTED!
No wheel weights or bead locks permitted. Tire chains and beadlocks may be used on rear tires only. If using tire
chains, they must be wired or bolted together so they cannot come off for safety purposes. AIR ONLY IN
TIRES! No dual tire setups!
24. Fender shifters must have a protective guard/cage around them. May be plated solid but the rest of the back and
side cage cannot be plated.
25. No teaming or hold and hit. ALL INVOLVED WILL BE DISQUALIFIED.
26. Tie rods may be changed/strengthened. Stock spindles maximum 1”. Spindles may be gusseted.
27. Do not go past officials on track. Stay in your allowed arena space. YOU WILL GET DISQUALIFIED.
28. May use 2 fix plates max per tractor all season- 3” x (height of frame)” x ¼” plate max. Must prove damaged
area. Take a picture before fixing.
*** No exceptions! If your tractor does not comply, you will not run. NO REFUNDS.
**ALL RULES ARE AT OFFICIALS’ DISCRETION- AS FAR AS PRE-RUN QUESTIONING AND GREY
AREAS**
**IF IT IS NOT IN THE RULES- JUST DON’T DO IT.
PLEASE CALL** Call Wyatt (724)423-7727

2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS SEMI BUILT COMPACT RULES
All general setup and safety rules apply to this class.
There will be no strengthening of cars unless otherwise noted for safety purposes.
** Just because you do not see it in the rules, does not mean that you can do it. Officials have final say so on any issue
that they feel does not meet the rule requirements.
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*May run a car from prior seasons, however, it must abide by the current 2022 rules. If needed changes must be made.
NO EXCEPTIONS.
GENERAL RULES:
1. Compact cars will consist of RWD 106” factory wheelbase or smaller and any FWD cars EXCEPT for 1985 and older
Eldorado, Tornado or Riviera’s. Any motor as long as it complies with other rules.
 V8 cars permitted
 FWD cars must stay FWD
 RWD cars must stay RWD
 No AWD cars allowed
2. No wedged sedans or smash top wagons permitted.
3. ALL INTERIOR must be removed with the exception of the dashboard, driver side door panel, and driver seat belt.
AIRBAGS MUST BE REMOVED! All windows, bumper covers, headlights, taillights, header panel, molding, door
handles and trim must all be removed.
4. MUST HAVE A ROOF SIGN WITH DRIVER NUMBER CLEARLY ON IT.
5. The only aftermarket parts that are permitted are shifter, steering column, gas pedal and brake pedal.
6. Drives side door A and B post may also be taped. No tape on passenger’s side door post
DRIVE TRAIN: ENGINE/TRANSMISSION
1. Rear wheel drive vehicles may run 8-cylinder motors. Motor mounts may be welded solid only from mount to mount
with 1 plate 1/4-inch thickness max 2" wide with no excess metal or straps. Motor mount must be factory.
2. Rear wheel drive cross member cannot be wider than 4" and must be bolted within 12" of factory location.
3. Rear wheel drives cannot use slider drive shafts. Factory drive shafts may be shortened or extended.
4. Center sections may be welded for positive traction.
5. Front wheel drive may replace top wish bone mount, with pipe or square tubing. It must still remain in motor mount
bracket on the core support. Mount can only be bolted on core support and engine. Wish bone must pivot. All other
motor and tranny rubber mounts may be removed and must be replaced with tubing the same size of rubber factory
mount. Or if leaving factory rubber mount; you may add a plate of the same size as the rubber mount and can be
welded to the brackets.
6. Front wheel drives must have factory CV shafts- no after-market parts.
7. You may mount a transmission cooler inside- passenger front seat area. All lines must be secure and double clamped.
8. Carb protectors are permitted, must be BOLTED to intake or motor mounts only. They cannot be connected to core
support. They cannot go around transmission or under motor. No cradles, engine, pulley, distributor, or intake
protectors whatsoever.
9. Headers permitted- must point straight up. Exhaust must exit under the vehicle and be directed to the ground if left
stock.
RADIATOR & CORE SUPPORT
1. Factory OEM Radiators only. They may be banded in 2 spots from the top core support to the bottom core support.
Radiator cannot be relocated, nor can the core support be altered.
 Four 3”x3” tabs are allowed attached to the core support, so AC condenser can be bolted on.
 May use wire mesh with a max thickness of 1/8" in front of the radiator. Wire may be bolted in 4 corners
using 3x3 plates. Plate may be welded to wire but must be bolted to car.
2. Overflow hose must be pointed toward the ground for safety. Water is only to be used in radiators. NO expansion
foam or antifreeze permitted.
3. Core supports may not be moved back or altered. Must be stock OEM to vehicle!
FUEL TANK & BATTERY:
1. Battery must be relocated to the passenger front floor area and secured to the floor and covered
2. Factory gas tank must be removed.
 A metal fuel cell, Jerry can, or boat tank must be used and mounted tightly inside the car. Fuel cell may be
any capacity as long as it fits within the protector requirements. Mount it wisely and not against or close to
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any door. If gas tank becomes damaged, loose, or starts leaking during a race, you will be asked to shut down
for safety.
 Must use steel line or fuel injection hose and it must be clearly marked and double clamped. Fuel cell
must be bolted to the floor or the rear safety bar. No buckets or unsafe fuel cells will be allowed.
SUSPENSION:
1. The maximum height for a fresh car from the ground to the bottom of the bumper is 20 inches. The maximum height
on a pre-run car is 22 inches.
 May weld around shock stems only or may use 3-inch-long material of your choice up shock stem. May not
add any type of pipe or rod around the shock stem
2. Factory working suspension must be used. No reinforcement or strengthening of hubs and spindles and suspension
components. It must be factory for that car. No adding parts such as strut bars and sway bars. No welding spacer
blocks or struts to the body.
3. No changing of springs. No welding to strengthen springs. No leaf spring conversions, maximum of 5 leaves per side
with minimum of 2” stair step in cars, with factory leaves. No homemade clamps.
4. No homemade or after-market rear ends, sway bars, or mounting brackets. Rear trailing arms from back side of hub
assembly to floor pocket may be replaced with 2”x2” tube or pipe or OEM trailing arms stuffed with 1” rebar, welded
1” on 3” off. Trailing arms must be able to pivot on each end where bolted. Cannot change any arms running from
back of hubs to center of car or from wheel to wheel (Rear end must be stock OEM with car- NO SWAPS).
5. OEM factory tire rod ends only may be used. If tire rod end is damaged, it may be fixed with a 4-inch-long sleeve or
angle iron or something similar.
BUMPERS:
1. Any OEM car bumpers may be seam welded with no extra metal added. If bumper ends are capped off or folded over,
it must have a 2” inspection hole on each side. No added metal inside or outside of bumper. Head light holes on front
side only, may be covered with one 3/16” thick plate- each hole.
 May use SMW light flat or DEC light flat with no gussets may be used.
 May use 4x4x1/4-inch box tubing for a bumper. It cannot be capped on ends and cannot extend past the body
line of the car, maximum 70” in length. If using tubing for a bumper, you may use 4x4x1/4inch tubing no
more than 3 inches long as a spacer between frame rail and bumper. The spacer cannot go into the frame rail
and ends must be left open.
2. No loaded bumpers.
3. Bumper can be hardnosed to frame rail with one 6” x 8” x ½” thick plate on each frame rail.
 The plate must be mounted flush to back of the bumper
 No shortening of frame rails to exceed past front of core support.
 May use one 3”x3” ¼ thick plate on either the outside of frame rail or top of frame rail (not both locationsonly 1 plate per frame rail) to connect bumper mounting plate to frame rail, 3” x 3” plate must touch

bumper mounting plate and not exceed more than 3” back frame rail. Must have ½ hole in plate.




These angles or welds cannot tie into engine cradle.
Shocks cannot be slid into the frame.
If keeping factory bumper shocks, it can be welded solid to front frame rail. You may weld solid around
tubes, but it cannot be pushed back into the rails. No tube in frame rails. Must be mounted factory.
4. Bumpers can have 2 twisted strands of 9 wire connected from core support head light hole area connected
down around bumper
Or
One bumper chain max length total of 6 links long per frame rail- 2 links may be bolted or welded to the frame
rail, and then 3 links bolted or welded to the bumper. **6 link max of standard 3/8” chain with each link max
inside measurement of 1.38”
5. NO tube or shocks slid inside of frame OR no extra plate on frame rail
BODY AND FRAME:
1. Driver’s door may be welded solid. You may use ¼” thick door plate or a protective panel on driver door. It cannot
exceed past 3” on to fender, rear door or rear fender. ½” max- flat iron only!
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2. Passenger doors and trunk lid may be secured shut by either:
 Welding 3” x 3” plate, 3” apart per seam, or
 Chaining with 3/8” chain- 3” apart per seam, or
 9 wire 3” apart per seam, or
 1” banding- 3” per seam, or
 6” x 6” x ¼” thick spaced 6” apart.
3. Absolutely no tilting, seam welding on the body, car frame or sub frame. Trailer hitches and braces must be removed.
No plating, pinning, heat treating, or welding shut factory holes on the car frame or sub frame! Do not paint frame or
bumper backs! No exceptions, you will cut it!
4. Front windshield bar is mandatory:
 One pipe, or
 Angle iron, or
 Flat steel, or
 Square tube, or
 All thread
 Are acceptable- max 2”x2” in thickness. It may connect from cowl or front dash bar to the roof or to the
rollover bar without being welded to roof past 5” from start of roof, if ran to halo.
5. One rear window bar, max 2”x2” in thickness
 It has to be connected no more than 5” from the start of the back of roof, with a 4”x4” flat plate welded or
bolted on either inside or outside not both
 It must be attached to the trunk lid and speaker deck seam, with 6” x 6” x ¼” thick flat plate. 3” on speaker
deck, and 3” on trunk lid,
6. No rear window bars allowed to run to or touch the floor- wagon hatch backs if using barmust mount to top trunk lid
and roof.
7. Wire or chain from body to the roof is not permitted!
8. Patches on rusted cars may be patched with plates the same thickness as what you’re patching. It can only be stitch
welded 1” on and 1” off. You must prove rust or damage with an inspection hole!
9. No more than 4 repair plates all year on reruns, 3” x 3”, 1/4” square plate with 90-degree angles for 3”x3” plate. No
diamond shape fix-it plates. It must be stitch welded 1” on and 1” off. Must prove damage and have 1” inspection
hole. Absolutely no repair plates on fresh car. 4 PLATES ALL YEAR- NOT EACH RACE.
10. Body creasing will be limited to 2 body lines on rear trunk fenders only. No creasing permitted on ANY other areas of
the car.
11. Factory trunk lids must have two 8” inspection holes, you may use six 3/8” bolts to bolt the skins together around that
hole. Factory trunk lid may be dished 5” max from fender, fenders must remain factory height. Factory trunk lid onlyno hoods, no oversized lids or metal sheets. Trunk lid may be removed or tucked. You may weld in 3 spots- trunk lid
to floor if tucking. No extra metal added to the inside of the trunk. Absolutely no doubling of metal or tin- glued or
welded. (Body panel, rear quarters, rear post nor trunk lids, floors, hoods, or etc)
12. You may replace stock body mount bolt with a 1/2" (max) bolt and use a 3” x 3” washer on the top and bottom. This
must be done same as factory! 1” rubber spacer top and bottom must remain same as factory with a 1” gap between
frame and body. All body mounts must remain in factory location! No welding body mount spacer, to top or bottom.
 Front body mount may pass through top of frame into core support and hood with max of 1” all-thread.
 Max 6 nuts and 3in washers to secure all-thread.
 Must have 1” gap for body mount between cradle and frame rail.
 No sleeving of all-thread in any way.
 No added body mounts.
 If rusted out, you may repair using Body Rule #6.
13. Gas tank lid may be stitch welded shut 1” on, 1” off or you may use two 3”x3” by 1/4" thick plates.
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14. Hoods must be open for inspection, must be in stock location. Must have two 6” or one 12” hole in hood. Can have
five, 3/8” max diameter bolts to bolt skins around holes. Front edge of hood may have four; 3/8” bolts to bolt front
edge of skin together. No adding or doubling of factory braces on car. Hood must cover all pulleys.
15. Two options for securing hood:
a. If using max 1” all-thread, with a maximum of 6 nuts in front body mount through core support, through
hood, you must leave 1” gap for body mount. You can only secure the hood in 2 other spots with using the
max 1/2” or angle max 3” long bolted together as hood bolts. Hood washers max 4” diameter by 1/4" thick.
The 3” long angle may be welded to the fenders and the hood, to hold the hood bolts.
b. If not going through the body mount and core support. You can have up to six hood bolts using max 1/2” or
angle max, 3” long bolted together as hood bolts. Hood washers max 4” diameter by 1/4" thick. The 3” long
angle may be welded to the fenders and the hood, to hold the hood bolts.
16. Fender wells may be cut out. Inner and outer panels may not be welded together anywhere. Fender wells may be
bolted in the following way, four, 3/8” max bolts with 2” washers
17. You may crease or cut the top of the rear frame rails. You may also prebend the rear end of the car up but must adhere
to the height limit.
18. Sub swaps permitted. It must be done factory way, NO added metal, bolts or welding or tilting. No switching of
makes!
CAGE:
1. Optional- On 4-point cage around driver, you may weld four, ¼” in thick plate 3” wide 10” long on each top corner
where side bars meet front and rear bar to tie cage together for safety- 1 for each corner.
2. Dash bar may be welded to 6”x6” plate from pillar to pillar. Driver door bar tight against driver door from dash bar to
rear seat bar. Passenger side bar can be running from front bar to rear bar, touching door in stock location. Door bars
cannot exceed past the start of floor kick panel area.
3. Rear cage bar from side to side behind driver’s seat. Max 4” diameter pipe or 4”x4” or 2”x6” square tubing. May be
bolted or welded in place, max plate to weld to 6” x 6” x ¼” thick. Must be secure! It must be directly behind seat; it
cannot exceed for any reason past the start of the kick panel where the floor area step starts to step up horizontal.
4. Halo can run from rear bar straight up and down touching rear side of B pillar to above roof. It can be bolted to roof in
3 spots.
5. NO other kicker bars in the car, from dash to side bars, rear bar, halo, or gas protector. No bars can touch the floor or
connect to floor (max 4 bar cage).
6. If running after-market shifter- one 3” bar max with shifter to front and rear bars may be attached
7. One rear window bar, max 2”x2” in thickness
 It has to be connected no more than 5” from the start of the back of roof, with a 4”x4” flat plate welded or
bolted on either inside or outside not both
 It must be attached to the trunk lid and speaker deck seam, with 6” x 6” x ¼” thick flat plate. 3” on speaker
deck, and 3” on trunk lid, No rear window bars allowed running to or touching the floor (wagons hatch backs
if using barmust mount to top trunk lid and roof).
8. Optional- Gas tank shelf & tank protector. It can be mounted on the front side of seat bar where the passenger seat
would be or on the rear side of the seat bar.
 It can only consist of a 3-bar design, 2 bars off the seat bar and one bar that connects them in the rear. No
wider than 24” outside to outside.
 May have two upright bars behind tank, connect at the top, no higher than the gas tank with a piece of ¼”
plate welded to back side of uprights (allowed 1 -8” bar from upright to side bar for upright support per side).
 Must maintain 12” gap from protector cage and side doors on each side of cage. Protector max 24” wide from
outside to outside of cage.
 Must have 6” gap from the floor and other sheet metal.
 It may touch the start of the hump tunnel and strut towers, speaker deck area.
No added bars or angle off gas tank shelf/mount, no kickers off 3 bar cages. This cage will not be past the start of the strut
towers, hump tunnel or speaker deck area in any way.
WHEELS and TIRES:
1. Skid tires and Ag tires allowed, No connected V bar tires allowed.
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2. Maximum 16-inch tires, no studs or self-tappers. Tires may be stuffed with tire inside a tire and a tube. You may also
mount a sidewall on the outside.
 Valve stem protectors are allowed.
3. Factory OEM car or trailer rims must be used. No bigger than an 8-inch weld in centers allowed in the center.
4. Tire must hold air (no cement, water, foam, or any other material may be used) No solid or foam filled forklift or
after-market homemade tires.
5. If running a rim only with no tire must be OEM car or trailer rim.

2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS FULL-SIZE RULES
General setup and safety rules apply for this class
**This class is designed for (but not limited to) the beginner driver and new enthusiast to join the sport, so there will be
no strengthening of cars unless noted for safety purposes.
**Just because it is not stated in the rules, does not mean you can do it. Officials have final call on any discussed
topic of issues not meeting to the rules
*May run cars from last year but they must abide by 2022 rules- SO THEY MUST BE CHANGED- NO
EXCEPTIONS!!!
GENERAL RULES:
1. 1980s and newer or mid-size 70’s. No limos, no compacts. Metal gas cans and battery must be moved and secured.
Tanks must be behind driver seat. Batteries on passenger floor. Must have a roof sign with the driver’s number on it.
2. Stock fuel tanks must be removed. 10-gallon max metal tank/fuel cells must be mounted inside of car behind driver’s
seat. May use gas tank protector. Gas tank protectors must be floating. Maximum of 24” wide. Protectors must be
attached to rear seat bar only. May touch the speaker deck. 12” from the doors- and 2” from the floor. NO GAS
PROTECTORS TO THE TRUNK!
3. Battery must be relocated to the passenger front floor area and secured to the floor. No more than 2 batteries are
permitted.
4. May use tranny cooler. Must be secured and safe.
5. Oil fuel & tranny lines must be secured & double clamped or proper fitting used.
6. Any tire 16” max. No directional caps. Tubes and tire inside of tire are permitted. No water, foam, concrete, gel, etc.
AIR only. Weld in centers may be used- 8” max weld in lug center, no full rim centers allowed.
7. Can use 1/8” thick mesh with 4- 3/8” bolts on front of core support. Core support must remain in factory location. No
other metal added to the core support- in front or behind of radiator or condenser, no expandable foam - may us an
AC condenser.
8. All interior with exception of dashboard and driver’s door panel and driver’s seatbelt must be removed (radio
speakers, airbags, etc. must be removed). All windows, bumper covers, headlights, tail lights, header panel, moldings,
door handles and trim must be removed.
9. Must have roof sign with driver number
10. Only after-market parts allowed (shifter, steering column, gas pedal, brake pedal, pinion brake) Page 2 of 4
SUSPENSION:
1. No suspension modifications allowed, must remain strictly stock, unless listed below. No aftermarket spindles or tie rods. 03’ and
newer suspension must remain stock.
2. No new springs allowed. No stuffing spring pockets. Springs may be stretched. May use front springs in rear. They can be
wired or hose clamped or 1” weld top and 1” weld bottom to be secured.
3. Control arms may be chained or plated to gain height. May weld two links on frame and 2 links on control arm. If using a plate 3”
x 3” x ¼” plate welded- 1 for front and 1 for back.
4. Watts link conversion kits may be used. However, you may move stock brackets from outside to inside without adding metal or
welding. STOCK TRAILING ARMS MUST BE USED.
**IF MOVING ORIGINAL WATTS LINK FROM OUTSIDE TO INSIDE on 98 and newer- cut (2) 6” x 6” squares out of
original 97 and older package tray with original or Watts Link brackets and bolt them to the 98 and newer package tray with four 3/8”
bolts per side, factory trailing arms only!!!
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**Lower trailing arms may be bolted to the frame ONLY with 1” of washers between frame and trailing arm max. NO
BRACKETS MAY BE WELDED TO THE FRAME FOR THE LOWERS!!! NO PIPE OR TUBING IS TO BE PLACED
INSIDE OF FRAME!
***5. 98 & up Ford lower control arm factory Ford bracket may be moved to inside of frame for lower arm only.

BUMPERS:
1. 1970s and newer car stock OEM bumpers (allowed any FLAT or POINTY aftermarket SMW or DEC or etc
bumper with no gusset- NO POINTYS). No reinforcement. You must have ends of bumper open to see all the way
through. Chrome may be welded down. You may weld 2 front and rear chain links on top and bottom of frame and 2
links on bumper to keep bumper from falling off. All other links must be loose. Maximum front and rear height 20”
on fresh, 22” on pre-run. Minimum height on back bumper is 16” for all cars. May use chain frame to lower A arm
to set maximum bumper height 3/8” max, one chain per side. Not allowed to collapse bumper shocks and weld chain.
No homemade bumpers allowed.
2. Can use 6” x 9” x 1 2- inch plate mounted flush on rear side of bumper only and flush to front of bumper shock. May
weld bumper shock plat solid to bumper or mounting plate. May weld shock bracket plate solid to frame rail. Shocks
have to work- WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED!!!
3. May hardnose if you like. Core support must remain in factory location- no shortening of mounting. 1” away
from core support mount. If you are not hard nosing you must use a shock and it must work. Will be
ENFORCED.
FRAME:
1. No welding of frames allowed unless rust repair. Must prove rust. Damage frame rails may use fix plates- 4” x 4” x
1/4” maximum. May be welded solid. Fix plates must have minimum 1” inspection hole in them-must prove damage
to use fixit plates max 6 plates per car- ALL SEASON LONG- not each race. If fixing rust with a fix-it plate- it will
count!!!
2. Only lower stock engine mount may be welded or chained.
3. Rear frame may be dimpled and/or cut- no pre bending of frame though.
4. If relocating transmission cross member, 2 pieces of 3” angle iron, 6 inches wide, may be welded to the frame. Sides
only. Top must not be welded.
BODY:
1. Sheet metal is to remain in stock position. Absolutely NO creasing on FRESH CARS!!! No shaping, forming,
creasing will be allowed, other than what is listed here. May tuck trunk 1 foot maximum allowed. May be welded
in two spots- 3” maximum. Must have two 8” holes in trunk lid. Trunk and speaker deck may be dished- 8” max.
WILL BE ENFORCED- CAR WILL BE LOADED. NO PRERUN CREASED CARS!!!
2. Hood must be open for inspection. Hood must remain 100% in stock location. May use six bolts total for hood. If
using 1” through core support & frame, you may only use 4 additional ½” bolts.
3. Fasten doors with a 3” x 3” x 1/8” plate maximum, 3” on, 3” off. May weld driver’s door solid .
4. May weld trunk, 3” on, 3” off, may weld 2 spots to floor 3” maximum, or chain with 3/8” maximum or band with 1”
maximum.
5. No excessive cutting through tranny hump and firewall. 12” x 12” maximum hole in firewall.
BODY MOUNTS:
1. May change body bolts but must retain stock 3” factory OR steel body mount rubbers with factory cone spacers or
hockey pucks between the body and frame. Body mounts to be 1/2" bolt maximum with one 3” x 1/4" plate, top or
bottom. Strictly enforced. Plate or washers may not be welded or bolted to frame. You may be asked to remove new
body mount bolts to check.
2. 3-inch spacer under core support maximum. Cannot be welded to support or frame.
CAGE:
1. May run one dash bar and one bar behind seat from post to post, 4” maximum pipe or tube. May run door bars to be
attached, dash pipe to seat pipe, maximum 4” pipe or tube.
2. Must have a brace coming from firewall to roof for driver’s safety.
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3. Optional rear bar speaker deck to roof, splitting seam on 6” x 6” x ¼” plate, trunk to deck. No square tubing or angle
on the trunk.
4. Maximum size of window bar, 2” x 1/4" round, square or flat. Must run one front window bar max.
5. Driver’s doors must be padded or door panel on.
6. May run 1 halo bar- 4” max- pipe or tube, attached to rear seat bar. CAN NOT BE WELDED TO DOOR OR
DOOR POSTS. May be attached to roof in 2 spots- either two ½" bolt with 3”x 3” x ¼” max plate on underside
of roof or 3” weld.
DRIVE LINE:
1. Any engine may be used. Lower engine cradle ONLY with pulley protector will be allowed, no distributor protector
or tranny brace- must be mounted in rubber motor mounts. ’03 and up- may use a SMW cradle- must be bolted in and
¼” gap between cradle and frame. May use any slider shafts. NO distributor protectors, cradles, pulley protectors,
carb protectors, stock OEM frame and motor mounts only. Motor mounts may be welded solid. -STRICTLY
ENFORCED
2. Aftermarket shifter, gas pedal, brake pedal and pinion brakes allowed.
3. Stock rear end only 5 bolts, no reinforcing tubes, changing mounting brackets. Rear end gears may be welded. Must
run stock length trailing arms, no modifications. No homemade or welded in brackets, OEM only. May use 9-inch
Ford- no bracing or gusseting. Must use an OEM perch.
4. No chain or wire around the rear-end to hold body down.
5. If using a pinion brake, it must be simple bolt on. No large welded gusseted pinion brakes allowed. If its questionable
call and ask before mounting it.
**ALL RULES ARE AT OFFICIALS’ DISCRETION- AS FAR AS PRE-RUN QUESTIONING AND GREY
AREAS**
**IF IT IS NOT IN THE RULES- JUST DON’T DO IT. PLEASE CALL**
Any questions call: Wyatt’s (724)423-7727
2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS MINI VAN AND SMALL TRUCK RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gas tanks must be mounted securely behind driver seat or front center of the bed.
Side/rear doors and hatches must be chained or welded shut.
Small trucks include (Ranger, S10 pickup and Blazer, Bronco II, Explorer, Sonoma, Tacoma, etc size).
Beds may be welded to cab. Driver side may be welded solid- the top and passenger side 3 on and 3 off.
Bedsides may be smashed in and down. May be welded or bolted down. If bolting, may use 5” plate on top.
Two 3” bar max may be welded from halo to bed to protect gas tank. 24” max from cab. May use 6”x 6”x
3/8” to attach on bed floor. (TRUCKS ONLY)
7. If vehicle came without bumper shocks from factory- you may either add shocks or you may hard nose it
following compact rules for mounting bumper. Any stock OEM bumper allowed- except Chrysler Pointy.

**REMAINING RULES FOLLOW FULL-SIZE CAR REGULATIONS FOR BODY,
SUSPENSION, DRIVE LINE, ETC- EXCEPT THOSE LISTED ABOVE**

2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS FULL SIZE TRUCK & SUV RULES
All general setup and safety rules apply to this class.
**There will be no strengthening of Truck or SUV unless otherwise noted for safety purposes.
** Just because you do not see it in the rules, does not mean that you can do it. Officials have final say so on any issue
that they feel does not meet the rule requirements.
*May run a Truck or SUV from prior seasons, however, it must abide by the current 2022 rules. If needed changes must
be made. NO EXCEPTIONS.
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GENERAL
1. Half ton trucks and SUVs- with max half ton suspension. Maximum of 6 lug axles only permitted
2. 4 wheel drive vehicle permitted but must remove one driveshaft
3. No leaf conversions
TIRES AND WHEELS
1. Skid tires and Ag tires allowed, No connected V bar tires allowed.
2. Factory OEM car or truck rims must be used. No bigger than an 8-inch weld in centers allowed in the center.
3. Maximum 16-inch tires, no studs or self-tappers. Tires may be stuffed with tire inside a tire and a tube. You
may also mount a sidewall on the outside.
 -Valve stem protectors are allowed
4. No Beadlocks or bead protectors allowed.
5. Tire must hold air (no cement, water, foam, or any other material may be used) No solid or foam filled forklift
or after-market homemade tires.
CAGE
1. 4 Point cage permitted with gussets in the corners, maximum 6” cage material. Must be 5” above all floor
surfaces.
2. May have a gas tank protector in the bed, tank protector max 24” wide, tank protector may weld to the floor
of the bed but may not attach to the frame, tank protector may not go further back than the front of the wheel
tubs in the bed
3. Max 4”x4” or 2”x6” Halo bar is RECOMMENDED WITH A BAR FROM HALO TO DASH BAR MAX
SIZE ON BAR FROM HALO TO DASH BAR IS 3”x 3”
BODY
1. Front doors may be welded solid all other doors may be welded with a 5”on 5” off or 3”on 3”off pattern this
includes rear doors and tailgates.
2. When welding tailgates or rear doors they may be welded to the bumper using the 5” on 5” off or 3” on 3”off
pattern
3. If you elect to drop the tailgate down behind the frame, no rear bumper will be permitted; tailgate may be
welded to the end of the frame
4. Cab and bed MUST be welded together with 5” on 5” off or 3” on 3” pattern
5. Hoods may be bolted or wired in 8 spots, two spots may go around bumper, you may use 2”x2” angle 6” long
to bolt hood shut with a max of 2 bolts per angle
6. Body/Bed may be bolted solid to frame with ⅝” bolts with maximum 3” washers top and bottom with the
exception of the two mounts in the core support, these may be 1” all thread and be used as two of your hood
bolts.
7. Quarter panels must remain upright, no wedging

BUMPERS & FRAME
1. Any OEM front and rear loaded bumpers permitted with all work done inside of bumper -HOMEMADE
BUMPERS ARE PERMITTED 8”X8” MAX, POINT MUST TAPER OVER 32” AND POINT MAY NOT
EXTEND BEYOND 4” OF FLAT FRONT OF BUMPER. SMW BUMPERS PERMITTED.
2. One bumper chain per frame rail- 3 links may be bolted or welded to the frame rail, and then 3 links bolted or
welded to the bumper. 3/8” chain max or 2 twisted strands of 9 wire.
3. You may have a factory bracket OR a piece of 4”x4” tubing welded no more than 4” back on frame to attach
bumpers front or rear
4. You may weld the factory shackle brackets to the frame, NO ADDED MATERIAL
5. You may weld the factory frame cross members into the frame using the following method you may have a 1”
weld for each rivet that holds the cross member in from the factory. Do not abuse this rule.
6. No welding of frames allowed unless rust repair. Must prove rust. Damaged frames rails may use max 4 fix
plates 4”x4” must have minimum 1” inspection hole in them must be stitch welded 1” on 1” off - must prove
damage to use fixit plate
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SUSPENSION
1. Tie rods may be reinforced; no hemi joint style tie rods must have factory style ends
2. You may use 2 -4”x4”x ¼” plates to weld A-Arms down one on front and back of each upper a-arm if your front
suspension is leaf spring you may use a piece of 2”x2” tubing from the frame to the axle no more than 3” welded to frame
3. You may use 1” all thread for shocks
4. You may have 4 leaf spring clamps on each side, two in front of axle and two behind, maximum size material for
clamps is 2” wide by ⅜” thick
DRIVETRAIN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lower cradle, front plate and pulley protector only no other engine or transmission protectors allowed
Slider shafts permitted
Allowed aftermarket brake pedal, gas pedal, & shifter also allowed headers
Rear axles may be braced light angle iron no oversized heavy braced rear axles.
Engine mounts must have a rubber bushing no solid mounts

2022 WGD PRODUCTIONS YOUTH LIMITED STOCK COMPACTS
(Chain-bolt-band-wire Class)
If it’s not stated in the rules, then you can NOT DO IT! No gray area building.
Don’t assume, it is okay…. Call first!
These rules are in addition to the general rules.
ABSOLUTELY NO WELDGING! Except for driver’s door, 4-point cage, and connecting the plate to the bumper and
bumper to frame rail.
DRIVETRAIN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Any unibody foreign or domestic passenger type car, no Eldorado, tornado, or riviera
Front wheel drive only
4, 6, or 8 cylinders only, car must remain stock with stock motor
No carb swaps or any type of cradle or protectors. Must remain stock, with stock motor
May use cable shifter, mounted to floor area only. May use aftermarket headers, no header protectors
No aftermarket protectors or pedals or steering parts
Stock radiators. No race radiators or radi-barrels.
No aftermarket engine or tranny coolers. Tranny lines may be looped together.

SUSPENSION
1. Suspension bars and arms, working shocks, struts, springs, and tie rods will remain stock. No swaps. No parts
to be altered. No solid suspension parts
BUMPERS
1. Bumpers must be stock OEM car bumper any year, or SMW light flat or DEC light bumper with no gussets or
4”x4” ¼” tubbing. Length of bumper should not exceed past the fenders, max length 70”.
No added metal or welding chrome down. Bumper ends must be open.
No points or added metal allowed on SMW or DEC bumper or stock tubbing bumpers
2. Bumper shock can be removed; bumper can be attached with 1 plate 6x6 welded to the back of the bumper
and welded to the non-altered frame rail to attach the bumper.
 For mounting bumper to frame rail allowed 1 --3”x3” ¼ plate welded to the mounting plate on back
side of bumper, then welded to frame rail. Must have ½ hole in plate. Can be welded on outside or top
of the frame rail (not both 1 plate only and must touch back of bumper and cannot exceed no more
than 3” back non altered frame rail.)
 No added metal or welding chrome down on bumpers.
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 Bumper ends must be open
3. May use two twisted strands of 9 wire around bumper to top of core support in two spots, or 1 chain each
side, two links welded top of bumper and two links welded to side of frame rail with other links loose. chain
max of 6 3/8 standard size links. (Cannot be welded to cradle in any way)
4. May use two twisted strands of 9 wire around rear bumper to tail light hole area in two spots (cannot be
wrapped in top side of trunk lid or rear quarters.
CAGE
1. Max thickness of cage material: 4”x4” or 2”x6” - Door bars, dash bars rear seat bar allowed (4-point cage)
2. Door bars and rear seat bar MUST BE a max of 6 inches above the floor and cannot extend past the start of
the rear kick panel.
3. Side bar on passenger side from front bar to rear bar, must not touch passenger side inner door skin.
4. No cage material can run through the body anywhere.
FUEL TANK AND BATTERY
1. If using a tank under the car, it must be in front of the rear axle, with a maximum of 10gal gas all tanks not
being used under car MUST be removed.
2. All fuel injected cars must have FI Rated Line (must say for fuel injection use on the line) and all fittings
must be double clamped. Failure to have a proper line or be double clamped you WILL NOT run.
3. Fuel cell can be mounted directly on the back side seat bar on a shelf, with 1 bar on each side of the tank with
a maximum of 24” wide. Connected with one bar behind tank for protection, with one bar straight up,
connecting with one bar at top of each side. Back side of upright bars may be covered with flat ¼” plate to
protect tank. No cross bars or kickers. All gas can protector material must be 6” away from start of package
tray and speaker deck area.
4. Tank can be bolted on the floor in the center of the car under the rear bar. No protectors wider than the 24”
outside to outside of tank cages –rear of tank protector must be 6 inches away from the start of package tray
and 6 inches above floor area.
5. Battery must be secure on passenger front floor area or off front bar in passenger side, away from door area
FRAME
1. No shorting or altering frame rail in any form
2. Any frame rust repair must be 1/8” stitch welded; 1” on 1” off no larger than rust hole. You must be able to
prove.
3. Reruns maximum 2 fix it plates stitch welded. Only 1per side 3”x3” ¼” thick. Must have damage where plate
is installed. – No fix it plates on any cars for any team shows events.
4. Body and sub-frame bolts are to remain stock and NOT replaced.
5. Frame rails in rear trunk and hatch area may have cuts and slices for pre bending prepossess (no creasing or
forming of frame rails (rear quarts and body panels must stay in stock form and height)
BODY
1. No creasing or tucking, all body panels will remain in stock form. Trunk lid may be cut in half and taillight
area of trunk can be removed if desired only using half truck lid.
2. Trunks and hatchbacks may be chained or ½” max bolted or ½” max banded. Or 2 raps of 9wire, in max of 8
spots each. No welding
3. Doors may be chained or ½” max bolted or ½” max banded. Or 2 raps of 9wire, in max of 6 spots each. No
welding
4. Drivers’ door and passenger front door may be reinforced by welding shut with ¼” flat metal no more than 2”
past seem lines.
5. Highly suggested driver’s door and passenger can be plated with flat ¼ “max flat metals for protection. No
sharp edges for safety
6. Drives and passenger front door A and B post may also be taped.
7. Front window area can be chained or 2”x2” pipe only bolted from roof to dash as front window guard.
8. No material in rear window except 1 chain bolted in two spots on the roof and two spots bolted on speaker
deck.
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9. Hood area must have 2, 6”x6” holes cut in center of hood. Hood can be bolted, wired or chained in 6 spots ½”
max bolt, 3” washer max. No welded angle iron to fenders or hood area.
10. Trunk lids must be stock. Trunk cannot be tucked into trunk area, it must have one 8”x8” hole or 2, 4”x4”
inspection holes cut in trunk lid. Trunk lid may be cut in half and taillight area of trunk can be removed if
desired only using half truck lid.
WHEELS AND TIRES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tires and rims are to remain stock with no modifications. Valve stem protectors are allowed
No sidewall protectors.
You may tube tires, but air filled only
Maximum 16-inch tires, no studs or self-tappers. Skid tires and Ag tires are allowed. No connected V bar tires
allowed.
5. Tire must hold air (no cement, water, foam, or any other material may be used)
6. Factory OEM car rims must be used. No solid or foam filled forklift or after-market homemade tires. If
running a rim only with no tire, must be OEM car rim.
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